The Dustbane Way
Cleaning a Gymnasium

Cleaning a gymnasium starts with a simple program. Ask us about a custom program that will meet your individual needs.
Here’s our baseline recommendation.
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Disinfectant Cleaner: Quat Plus
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Glass and Chrome Cleaner: Azure
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Floor Care System

Sanitation is of high importance in a common
areas in order to prevent the spread of germs
and disease. Quat Plus kills germs on surfaces,
offering the performance of a neutral quat that
eliminates odours by destroying a wide range
of bacteria, fungi and viruses without the harsh
smell of chemicals. UL ECOLOGO® Certified.
DIN: 02298694.
• Dilute in cold water at a rate of 1:80.
• Available in 4 L.
Clean windows make a good first impression
and set the tone for the rest of the facility. Keep
your windows, mirrors, chrome and stainless steel
sparkling clean and streak free. APE, VOC and
ammonia free. UL ECOLOGO® Certified.
• Dilute in cold water at a rate of 1:16.
• Available in 750 ml (RTU) & 4 L.
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Neutral Cleaner: Excelsior
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Floor Cleaning: Integra-D
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Floors that need cleaning on a daily basis do
not require heavy duty alkaline based cleaners.
A neutral pH cleaner, such as Excelsior, doesn’t
damage sealers or finishes and leaves floors
streak free. UL ECOLOGO® Certified.
• Dilute in cold water at a rate of 1:64.
• Available in 4 L & 20 L.

Used in combination with the Fast Track Kit, our new
floor preparation machine is designed to pick up 80%
of grinding residue at the source and on the first pass.
Orbital machine for practically dustless and chemical
free scrubbing and stripping, with less clean up,
to increase your productivity. It is also a great way
to sand and restore hardwood gymnasium floors.

Get safe and outstanding looking floors with this
trio. Strip with Time-Out Plus, seal using Accolade
and complete the process by using Gran-Prix XL
as a floor finish.
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